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INTRODUCTION

Some writings go straight – a well-shot arrow heading directly to the target. 
Others go in concentric circles, around and around until they arrive at the 
point. And still others seem to meander – they have no ad quem. They are 
simply a series of unconnected thoughts, each thought taken as a singularity, 
containing all that is necessary for a meditation.
 
This book started off straight, as a short meditative life of St. Francis of Assisi. 
As I wrote, it seemed as though circles were veering their pleasant heads and 
the trajectory was going every which way. What I finally committed to is what 
you have here – a series of meditations on some episodes of the life of Francis, 
taken either from the live of Francis or his writings.

I have added reflective questions for a few of the meditations. Hopefully these 
will help you to focus in on the overall object of this little book – to see “the 
finger of God” in the world around us.

–Fr. William DeBiase, OFM
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FRANCIS

A God given light shines in manmade darkness
A gift of hope in the doom of despair
Coldness has settled on the earth. 
It will be warmed by the fire of God’s love.
The world was old, forgotten dreams, buried hopes.
God to the poor man gave something new never to grow old.
A freshness cleaning away the moss of age,
Giving new sight to eyes clouded by the dust of time.
His voice rang out with a new song
Calling those who listened.
From man-centered to God-centered,
Slavery to self to unchained freedom in God.

A path travelled in fullness, the Cross enfleshed
A voice in the silence of the Cross, ‘Rebuild my house.’
The Cross carried in a flaming heart, made present on a barren mountain.
Pussed sores of lepers, cleaned
Turning to God in the unfinished journey  
Letting go and receiving receiving and letting go.
The cycle continues, dying to new life
 A body broken, a dream not yet fulfilled.
The glory of God hidden in shattered clothes,
The fullness of the banquet in begged food. 

Yeas have passed since he walked the earth
Years have passed since his voice was head
He still walks with us , his voice is still heard
In those who are living the dream.
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A FRANCISCAN LIFE

To be is in the future
To become is the now

The portrait is not finished
Many strokes yet to come. 

Thankful for the now, hopeful for the not yet
Sorry for the failures, joyful for the graces

God’s finger will continue to write
A pilgrim becoming something new

It is in this pilgrim life that I am 
United with others on their pilgrim way.
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SICKNESS

Sickness opens two doors. 
The first one leads to self-pity, 

dark, captured  by a myopic view of the world. 

This second door opens into a bright room, full of possibilities, 
a child is yearning to be born.

The moss of the old has been scraped away.

Reflection question: Have you ever found something new inside yourself 
– e.g. a new vision of life – because of sickness?
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PLACES

Places have the power to ignite a conversation within us, 
a conversation of the past meeting the present looking to the future. 
The house in which you grew up is now occupied by different people,
But it still has the laughs, cries, talks – all those things which go to make up 
lie hidden within its walls. 
They are being mixed with the new voices, the new dreams. 

To go to the field where many years ago there was the sound of a football 
game, to close our eyes and hear the sounds, closes a circle of life.
The sounds of the past are buried. The fields, the houses, all the places 
that formed us into who we are – living a new life, the voices of 
the present are mingled with the past.

Places tell us of people. They tell us of the friends, 
those life-sharing moments. 
Places tell us of the struggles of youth, the joy, dream-sharing 
Places tell us of the path we walked.

2Celano 10; Rivo Torto 
Second Mirror of Perfection 36; Our Lady of the Angels 1 Cel 21-22

Reflection question: Do you have a special place? What does it mean to you?
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FORGOTTEN PEOPLE

Images of the street:
A young lady, lost on the road of life
Where was the unwanted turn? 
Her hand outstretched, her hand smothered in itself; 
her hand grabbing, snatching at the air; unrequited grabbing, snatching. Her 
road has no left or right – simply another dead end.

A woman aged
She sits looking into the space of the street 
The promise of life lost somewhere on a befuddled path.
She smiles, the last footprint of a fire long ago drowned by the water of a 
shattered life
Life, a cloud.

Girls on the corner
Their bodies merchandise to be sold, 
Their lives bartered for an ounce of make believe. 
The dreams of youth, of dress-up clothes, of friends long lost
Innocence traded for an ounce of powder to drift back into a lost past.
The dreams, the hopes… lost.

A man
He sits, with a wall supporting a back weighed with mistakes, 
Waiting for something which will never happen, 
Remembering what is best forgotten. 
Invisible to passing eyes which do not see. 
Day flows into night and night into day…
Another waiting, wondering day.
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HAVING FUN WITH GOD

To have fun with God is an invitation so often missed
The dancing, playing God escapes us
Buried within the pressures of the day 

This God who enjoys the company of His people. 

God, the problem to be solved – not the person to loved.
He yearns for a playmate, someone to sing with.

We are invited to accept this playing God 
And to let go of the pettiness which clouds Him. 

Does God have to play by himself?

His game is so easy. 
Love, kindness helping other people. 

Then the world will sing …

Reflection question: Do you find the idea of having fun with God strange?
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